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ciary can ensure that an appropriate balance is struckIntroduction 
between the privacy rights of Internet users and the
interests of copyright owners.s the Internet develops and expands, an increasingA number of people are spying on cyberspace activi-
ties for various motives, whether commercial, law
enforcement, academic research, criminal, or otherwise. Privacy in Cyberspace 
In particular, in recent years, private copyright owners
have begun to surveil Internet file-sharing activities in
order to monitor acts of copyright infringement. After The Meaning of Information Privacy 
gathering evidence of infringement, some copyright
owners have initiated John Doe lawsuits against anony- he meaning of privacy has been the subject of much
mous alleged wrongdoers and have applied to court for T academic discussion. Edward Bloustein suggests
orders requiring Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to that privacy protects ‘‘ inviolate personality’’ and is
reveal the identities of the wrongdoers. Courts are then grounded in respect for individual dignity and personal
faced with the task of balancing the Internet user’s right autonomy.1 Ruth Gavison suggests that privacy is related
to privacy against the copyright owners’ intellectual to concerns about limiting our accessibility to others. 2
property rights. For the purposes of this paper, privacy is defined as the
ability to control how personal information is collected,
Surveillance by private copyright owners is eroding used, and disclosed. This meaning of privacy, referred to
Internet users’ rights to privacy. The surveillance is diffi- as ‘‘information privacy’’, 3 is particularly relevant to
cult to justify because copyright law is complex and cyberspace, where enormous amounts of data are gener-
uncertain. In fact, many users do not know whether their ated, searched, recorded, and exchanged through a con-
activities constitute copyright infringement. Many users tinuous stream of transactions conducted by millions of
are also unaware of the serious consequences of being Internet users.
targeted for copyright infringement. If courts order the Information privacy protects us from unwanteddisclosure of Internet users’ personal information on a access by others to our personal information. The Per-low threshold test, then intellectual property rights may sonal Information Protection and Electronic Documentsbe protected at great cost to users’ privacy rights. Act (PIPEDA), 4 a federal statute governing information
privacy in the private sector, defines ‘‘personal informa-The goals of this paper are to: (1) explore the expec-
tion’’ broadly as ‘‘information about an identifiable indi-tations of cyberspace privacy in a peer-to-peer con-
vidual’’. 5 This paper will focus on personal informationtext; (2) examine the consequences to Internet users
that is descriptive of an individual’s actions and identityarising from the surveillance tactics of private copyright
in cyberspace.owners; and (3) discuss possible ways in which a balance
can be achieved between privacy and intellectual prop- The right to information privacy must be balanced
erty rights. Part II of this paper sets out the meaning of against other interests, such as the public interest in law
information privacy, discusses the widespread use of enforcement or the rights of other individuals. For the
peer-to-peer networks for trading copyrighted content, private sector realm, PIPEDA attempts to strike a com-
and examines the expectations of privacy in peer-to-peer promise between the right to information privacy and
networks. Part III discusses the surveillance tactics of pri- the need for businesses to collect, use and disclose per-
vate copyright owners, and explains how the surveillance sonal information for ‘‘purposes that a reasonable person
of alleged wrongdoers is potentially harmful for Internet would consider appropriate in the circumstances’’. 6 One
users. Finally, Part IV examines how ISPs and the judi- significant way in which PIPEDA protects information

































































170 Canadian Journal of Law and Technology
privacy is by requiring businesses to obtain consent from ment of its users. 16 Other peer-to-peer networks,
an individual before collecting, using or disclosing his or including Kazaa, Morpheus, Grokster, and Gnutella, have
her personal information. 7 PIPEDA also lists specific situ- since surpassed Napster in popularity and have enabled
ations where a business does not have to obtain con- more downloading. 17 Unlike Napster, these peer-to-peer
sent, 8 presumably because in those situations privacy is services do not control a centralized file list. In August
outweighed by other interests. 2004, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
granted summary judgment in favour of Grokster,
finding that Grokster was not liable for the acts of copy-Privacy in the Peer-to-Peer Context 
right infringement of its users because it did not main-
It is difficult to determine just how much privacy to tain a centralized file list and did not have the right or
expect while conducting online affairs because of the ability to supervise users’ activities. 18 However, this deci-
elusive nature of the communication, the rapid pace of sion was overturned by a unanimous U.S. Supreme
technological innovation, the blurring of traditional pri- Court in June 2005. Justice Souter stated:
vate and public boundaries, and the absence of national
We hold that one who distributes a device with the objectand international borders. Expectations of cyberspace
of promoting its use to infringe copyright, as shown by clearprivacy are largely shaped by the context and the applica- expression or other affirmative steps taken to foster infringe-
tion. 9 This paper focuses on expectations of privacy in ment, is liable for the resulting acts of infringement by third
parties. 19peer-to-peer networks (also known as ‘‘P2P’’ or ‘‘file-
sharing’’ networks) in terms of their technical architec- The Court found that there was evidence that Grokster
ture and social norms. had induced infringement, in that it aimed to supply
services to former Napster users, it failed to take steps to
The Peer-to-Peer Revolution diminish the infringing activity, and it intended to
attract a high volume of users to generate more adver-In a peer-to-peer network, each computer acts as
tising revenue. Accordingly, the Court sent the case backboth a client and server: as a client, the computer can
to the district court for reconsideration.download files from other computers, and as a server, the
computer makes the contents of its hard drives acces- Despite the risk of prosecution by copyright owners,
sible for downloading by other computers. 10 This model peer-to-peer networks continue to be widely used for the
allows each connected peer to exchange files with other trading of copyrighted content. Sonia Katyal suggests
computers. In a true peer-to-peer network, there is no three reasons for the file-sharing phenomenon: (1) users
central server overseeing the network. 11 Such a decen- think that they are not being watched or that they can
tralized framework makes it difficult to regulate users’ escape detection by maintaining anonymity on the net-
exchanges of information or to shut down a peer-to-peer work; (2) peer-to-peer networks enforce social norms of
network. 12 sharing and reciprocity that favour exchanges of copy-
righted material; and (3) the ethics and legality ofIn the last few years, peer-to-peer networks have
downloading copyrighted content over peer-to-peer net-revolutionized the manner in which information is dis-
works are ambiguous, since the downloading appearsseminated over the Internet. Any computer can connect
more like ‘‘non-commercial home copying of copy-to a peer-to-peer network simply by having the appro-
righted content’’ than stealing in real space. 20 The fol-priate software installed and activated. Users connected
lowing discussion explores the assumptions underlyingto a peer-to-peer network can search the computers of
the first reason, namely, whether Internet users have anthousands (or even millions) of other users for specific
expectation of privacy on peer-to-peer networks.files, and then download those files quickly, freely and
anonymously. The unprecedented ease with which con-
tent can be distributed by this framework has engen-
Expectations of Privacy dered a multitude of peer-to-peer networks for the
In a peer-to-peer context, there are various types ofexchange of all types of material, ranging from the legiti-
personal information that an Internet user may wish tomate and beneficial (e.g. Linux freeware operating sys-
protect, including: (1) the files on his or her machine thattems13) to the criminal and harmful (e.g. child pornog-
are accessible by others on the network; (2) the data thatraphy14).
he or she exchanges with others on the network; and (3)In particular, peer-to-peer networks have become
his or her customer identifying information, which isnotorious for the exchange of copyrighted songs in com-
held by the user’s ISP21 if that user is an actual accountpressed MPEG-3 format (MP3s). Napster, launched in
holder. 22July 1999, was one of the first peer-to-peer services to
become widely used for MP3 downloading. It attracted The first type of personal information includes only
10 million users after its first 9 months of operation, and those files that a user elects to share on the network. In
amassed nearly 80 million users after 18 months. 15 Nap- theory, a user can control which files are shared, but
ster’s activities were declared illegal by U.S. courts given the automated process for connecting to a peer-to-
because Napster’s control over a centralized file list made peer network and the affirmative action that is often
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file-sharers are not aware of what files they are sharing, or interested third party. This characteristic makes them
worse, they are not even aware that they are connected distinct from the third type (customer identifying infor-
to a file-sharing network. 23 Thus, a file-sharer may unwit- mation), which is only known by the ISP. As long as
tingly be permitting access to sensitive personal informa- customer identifying information is not disclosed, a user
tion such as financial records, personal photographs, and can maintain an anonymous online presence and
e-mail. The privacy concerns arising from the sharing of thereby protect privacy in respect of his or her file-
such information are compounded by the architecture sharing data and communications, although the user’s
of a peer-to-peer network, which enables users to snoop online activities may be monitored.
through others’ shared hard drives, undetected and with U.S. courts are generally reluctant to recognize anyvirtually no restraints. expectation of privacy in a peer-to-peer context even if a
user connects to a network using a pseudonym. In In ReThe second type of personal information is com-
Verizon Internet Services, Inc., the trial court suggestedposed of ‘‘content’’ and ‘‘non-content’’ information. Con-
that ‘‘if an individual subscriber opens his computer totent information is the subject of the communication,
permit others, through peer-to-peer file-sharing, tofor example, an MP3 song. Non-content information,
download materials from that computer, it is hard toalso known as ‘‘traffic data’’, is the string of routing and
understand just what privacy expectation he or she hasidentifying information that is transmitted by a machine
after essentially opening the computer to the world’’. 30as part of every online communication. 24 Traffic data
Similarly, in Kennedy, the trial court found that theincludes the Internet Protocol (IP) addresses25 of the
defendant had no legitimate expectation of privacy in hisoriginating machine and the recipient, the time that the
customer-identifying information because he had acti-communication was sent and received, the size of the
vated his file-sharing mechanism on his home computer,communication, and the path it followed to the ultimate
thereby allowing anyone to view his files, whichrecipient. 26 Content and non-content information con-
included two images of child pornography. 31 The courttained in an online communication is accessible by the
therefore concluded that the ISP’s disclosure of theintended recipient(s); in a peer-to-peer network, this may
defendant’s customer- identifying information to stateinclude all users connected to that network. Thus
law enforcement did not violate the defendant’s FourthInternet users with at least a basic understanding of the
Amendment right to be free from unreasonable searchfunction of peer-to-peer networks have minimal expecta-
and seizure. The court’s reasoning ignored an importanttion of privacy in content and non-content information,
social norm of peer-to-peer networks: while Internetvis-à-vis other users of the network. However, users on
users may be willing to share their files with the public,peer-to-peer networks typically counteract this apparent
they generally do not expect that their identities will belack of privacy by using pseudonyms to log on to net-
exposed. 32works. This allows users to communicate and exchange
files anonymously. Does an anonymous Internet user have a reasonable
expectation that his or her online activities will not beThe third type of personal information includes
linked to his or her real identity? One Canadian case,information that the ISP needs to carry on its business of
Irwin Toy Ltd. v. Doe, 33 found that there is such anproviding Internet access to its customers. This would
expectation if the user takes steps to secure his onlineinclude an account holder’s name, residential or business
anonymity, and the user’s ISP has committed to pro-address, and telephone number, as well as technical
tecting against disclosure of the user’s identity. In Irwininformation such as the IP address of the account
Toy, the plaintiffs had commenced an action against anholder’s machine. 27 For billing, maintenance, moni-
anonymous e-mail user for sending a defamatory mes-toring, and other purposes, the ISP may also generate
sage to the plaintiffs’ employees. In considering a motionlogs detailing the Internet traffic of their account holders,
brought by the plaintiffs to require the ISP to identify theincluding lists of their online points of destination. 28
user, Wilkins J. for the Ontario Superior Court of JusticeGiven these records, ISPs have the ability to unleash vast
stated:quantities of information about an individual’s online
activities. Fortunately for Internet users, most ISPs are [10] Implicit in the passage of information through the
conscious of the need to safeguard personal customer internet by utilization of an alias or pseudonym is the
mutual understanding that, to some degree, the identity ofinformation, because they want to build good customer
the source will be concealed. Some internet service prov-relations, and because, as of January 1, 2004, Canadian
iders inform the users of their services that they will safe-ISPs must comply with PIPEDA (or the provincial guard their privacy and/or conceal their identity and, appar-
equivalent). 29 Under PIPEDA, account holders can ently, they even go so far as to have their privacy policies
expect, with some exceptions, that an ISP will not dis- reviewed and audited for compliance. . . .
close their customer identifying information without [11] In keeping with the protocol or etiquette developed in
their consent. the usage of the internet, some degree of privacy or confi-
dentiality with respect to the identity of the internet pro-The first two types of personal information, which tocol address of the originator of a message has significant
can be described collectively as file-sharing data and safety value and is in keeping with what should be per-
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However, individuals may not use the cloak of pri- and American music recording industries is to employ
vacy to insulate themselves from criminal or civil lia- ‘‘web bots’’ to find alleged wrongdoers and collect evi-
bility. Disclosure of personal information is appropriate dence of infringing activities. 42 Web bots are software
if privacy interests are outweighed by other interests. programs that continually crawl from one server to
Wilkins J. granted the motion in Irwin Toy because the another in cyberspace, compiling lists of sites having par-
plaintiffs had established a prima facie case for defama- ticular characteristics. Web bots are launched in peer-to-
tion and breach of confidential information. 35 peer networks to automatically scan user hard drives for
titles of unauthorized copyrighted material. 43 When the
web bots find what appears to be infringing material,
they match the user’s IP address to its ISP and send aCosts of Surveillance 
copyright violation notice to the ISP. The Recording
or most people, a certain amount of privacy in their Industry Association of America (RIAA) has used webF daily activities is guaranteed because it is expensive bots to issue more than one million copyright violation
and difficult to spy on everybody. Thus, most library notices to ISPs on behalf of 750 song writers and per-
patrons can be assured that a spy hired by a copyright formers. 44
owner will not follow them in the library, observe what Sonia Katyal describes the surveillance methods of
books they take off the shelf and what pages they copy in copyright owners as ‘‘piracy surveillance’’. Methods of
the photocopying room. In cyberspace, however, the piracy surveillance have the following characteristics: (1)
constraints on spying are largely eliminated. Automatic they are performed by private (non-government) entities;
systems can be set up to track several Internet users at (2) they encompass extrajudicial determinations of copy-
once, precisely record their every move, and scan their right infringement; and (3) they are extralegal in nature,
personal hard drives. 36 This scenario is happening right in that the surveillance takes place entirely outside of
now in the peer-to-peer context, where private copyright ongoing litigation. 45
owners are asserting and enforcing their rights by surveil-
Such online surveillance tactics are technologicallyling Internet users’ activities for copyright infringement,
unbounded and highly intrusive on an individual’s rightinitiating John Doe lawsuits against anonymous Internet
to information privacy. 46 Moreover, since private actorsusers, and seeking court orders to compel ISPs to
do not trigger the application of the Charter, 47 the inves-unmask the anonymous Internet users. The costs of sur-
tigative agencies hired by copyright owners are not sub-veillance to Internet users are threatening to upset the
ject to any restraints on unreasonable search andbalance between the privacy of users and the interests of
seizure. 48 Such restraints would otherwise be applicablecopyright owners.
if the state were to investigate the peer-to-peer activities.
Surveillance by copyright owners is costly forSurveillance by Private Copyright Owners 
Internet users in several respects. First, it can catch many
Copyright owners are not pleased that millions of Internet users by surprise, since many users have an
Internet users are routinely downloading copyrighted expectation of anonymity and the scope of copyright law
materials from the Internet. 37 The music recording is far from clear. Second, surveillance can inaccurately
industry and, more recently, the motion picture identify alleged wrongdoers. Third, surveillance can lead
industry, 38 have responded by launching an aggressive to serious consequences for the individuals whose identi-
campaign against what they perceive to be the rampant ties are revealed. Finally, surveillance can have chilling
propagation of piracy on peer-to-peer networks. The effects on legitimate file-sharing activities. These con-
recording industry’s first targets were the entities that cerns are examined in light of a recent Canadian deci-
acted as gatekeepers to copyrighted material. 39 Thus, the sion BMG Canada v. John Doe.
recording industry sued ISPs and distributors of peer-to-
peer networks for contributory infringement of copy-
right. However, the courts found that ISPs and decentral- Case Study: BMG Canada v. John Doe
ized peer-to-peer services acting as mere conduits of In BMG Canada Inc. v. John Doe, 49 members of the
information were not liable for authorizing the copy- Canadian Recording Industry Association (CRIA)
right infringement acts of their users. 40 These court brought an application under the Federal Court Rules50
actions failed to stop the file swapping, so the recording to require five ISPs (Shaw, Rogers, Bell, Telus, and Vidéo-
industry decided to try another tactic: target the indi- tron) to disclose the names and addresses of 29 of their
vidual Internet users themselves. 41 account holders. The CRIA had commenced John Doe
Since the music and motion picture industries actions for copyright infringement against 29 defendants
began pursuing individual users, Internet communica- who had allegedly downloaded over 1,000 copyrighted
tions have been subject to continuous and minute scru- music recordings over peer-to-peer networks. To investi-
tiny by Internet specialists and investigative agencies gate the file-sharing activities of the defendants, the
hired by private copyright owners to detect and monitor CRIA had hired MediaSentry, a company providing
unauthorized distribution of copyrighted material. One online anti-privacy services. MediaSentry was unable to
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determine the pseudonyms and IP addresses they had Appeal held it is sufficient if the applicant shows a bona
used for downloading music. The CRIA sought to fide claim, which means that he or she intends to bring
compel the ISPs to release the names of the account an action for copyright infringement based upon the
holders having those IP addresses at the material times. information obtained, and there is no other improper
The ISPs (except Vidéotron) and public interest groups purpose for seeking the identity of the defendants. 55
opposed the order.
In BMG Canada, the Federal Court was faced with
Catching Internet Users by Surprise the task of balancing Internet users’ privacy concerns
against other interests. The Court noted that ISP account The Federal Court’s findings on copyright law and
holders have an expectation that their identities will be file-sharing in BMG Canada directly conflicted with the
kept private and confidential, based on sections 3 and 5 CRIA’s allegations of copyright infringement. The Fed-
of PIPEDA and the terms of their service agreements eral Court of Appeal chose not to take sides on this issue.
with the ISPs. However, an ISP can disclose personal It did not reverse or uphold the trial court’s findings on
information without consent pursuant to a court order copyright law, but simply stated that such findings were
under paragraph 7(3)(c) of PIPEDA.51 premature and should be reserved for a future case. 56
The indeterminate state of copyright law is one of theThe issue before the Court was whether it should
problems in this issue: private copyright owners areorder the ISPs to reveal the identities of their customers.
monitoring peer-to-peer networks under the assumptionThe Court held the following as the test for compelling a
that users have offended copyright laws. The CRIA wasthird party to disclose personal information about an
effectively making an extrajudicial determination of theunknown alleged wrongdoer:
law and catching many Internet users by surprise by
(a) the applicant must establish a prima facie case their surveillance tactics.
against the unknown alleged wrongdoer;
While pervasive, non-obtrusive online surveillance(b) the person from whom discovery is sought must be
by the state may be justified for investigations of seriousin some way involved in the matter under dispute,
he must be more than an innocent bystander; threats to public safety or national security, 57 surveillance
is not as easily justified when used by private actors to(c) the person from whom discovery is sought must be
the only practical source of information available to monitor activities that are governed by grey areas of civil
the applicant; law such as copyright law. Particularly as applied to the
Internet, copyright law is often complex and murky(d) the person from whom discovery is sought must be
reasonably compensated for the expenses of com- because it cannot keep pace with the technological
plying with the order in addition to his or her legal developments, and the legislature and courts often fail to
costs; and give clear directions as to the law.58 At any given time,
(e) the public interests in favour of disclosure must millions of Internet users are on peer-to-peer networks
outweigh the legitimate privacy concerns. 52 swapping copyrighted songs. Many of these users are
uncertain as to whether their activities amount to copy-Applying this test, the Court found that the CRIA
right infringement, or whether they have a valid defencehad not established a prima facie case of copyright
under the private use or fair dealing exceptions of theinfringement because the evidence was deficient in
Copyright Act. 59 Many users are also not aware that theirmany ways. The affidavits contained hearsay, there was
activities are being tracked by copyright owners intentno explanation as to how MediaSentry was able to link
on pursuing John Doe lawsuits and disclosure applica-the defendants’ pseudonyms to specific IP addresses, and
tions to unmask the user identities. This lack of aware-there was no evidence that the CRIA owned copyright in
ness is especially true for children. A significant propor-the files being shared by the defendants. 53 Further, there
tion of children are downloading copyrighted materialwas no evidence that the defendants had infringed copy-
from the Internet, 60 probably because many do not fullyright by reproducing songs, distributing or authorizing
understand the legal implications of their activities.the reproduction of songs, or knowingly possessing
unauthorized copies for the purpose of unlawful distri- The murkiness of copyright law has led to different
bution. 54 Given the unreliability of the evidence, the characterizations of file-sharing. Supporters of file-sharing
public interests in favour of disclosure did not outweigh put the emphasis on ‘‘sharing’’ and compare the activity
the privacy interests. Consequently, the Court denied the to children taping each others’ records for private use.
application for disclosure. The only difference between online file-sharing and
taping other children’s records is in the magnitude of theThe CRIA appealed this decision. The Federal
sharing: ‘‘[w]ith a P2P system, you can share your favoriteCourt of Appeal upheld the trial court’s decision to
songs with your best friend — or your 20,000 bestrefuse disclosure of the defendants’ identities, because of
friends.’’ 61 On the other hand, the music recordingthe weaknesses in evidence connecting the defendants’
industry takes the view that file-sharing of MP3s is copy-pseudonyms to IP addresses. However, the Court of
right infringement and is comparable to stealing severalAppeal overturned the trial court’s characterization of
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In the United States., the courts have sided with the holders. 72 There are more account holders than there are
recording industry and found that the trading of copy- the number of available IP addresses, but not all account
righted content over peer-to-peer networks infringes the holders are simultaneously connected to the Internet. 73
copyright owner’s exclusive rights to reproduction and Most IP addresses are dynamic, which means that a dif-
distribution. 63 In Canada, the Federal Court in BMG ferent IP address is temporarily assigned to an account
Canada went the opposite route by suggesting that a holder’s computer each time he or she connects to the
user does not infringe copyright by downloading songs Internet. 74 In this way, a given IP address can be reallo-
for personal use. 64 The Court based its finding on section cated to several users over the course of a day. In order
80 of the Copyright Act, which provides that it is not an for an ISP to determine the account holder for an IP
infringement of copyright to reproduce a musical work address at a certain time, the ISP must cross-reference
‘‘onto an audio recording medium for the private use of several different databases. 75 The older the information
the person who makes the copy’’. 65 The Copyright Act is, the more difficult it is to retrieve, and the more unreli-
permits levies to be imposed on blank audio recording able the result that will be produced.76 Some ISPs have
media to compensate authors, performers, and makers of hundreds of thousands of account holders that are
sound recordings for copying for private use. 66 Howard assigned IP addresses as needed in no particular
Knopf, a lawyer for the Canadian Internet Policy and sequence. 77
Public Interest Clinic, explained that the trial judge’s Even if an ISP has the necessary data concerning anfinding in BMG Canada meant that ‘‘[d]ownloading IP address, at best the ISP can identify the accountmusic for personal use is perfectly legal in Canada as the holder, but not the actual user of the computer. 78 Thequid pro quo for the music industry’s legislated levy account holder may not be the individual who is usingscheme, which has generated about $100 million to the computer. For example, the account holder’s familydate’’. 67 However, the Federal Court of Appeal in BMG member may be the individual behind the online activi-Canada ruled that the Federal Court’s findings on copy- ties. 79 To complicate matters further, it is common for anright law should not have been made at the very prelimi- account holder to set up a Local Area Network (LAN)nary stages of an action, without consideration of all the using a router to share the Internet connection betweenevidence and applicable legal principles. 68 multiple computers. 80 The ISP can only identify the IP
Whether or not the Federal Court’s interpretation is address of the router, not the actual computer that was
upheld in a future case, it is important to recognize that responsible for a particular online transaction. 81
not all kinds of file-sharing of copyrighted content are
Thus, given merely an IP address, it is not necessa-clearly illegal or harmful. For example, Internet users
rily possible to determine who was actually using a com-may use file-sharing to download a song that is no longer
puter at a particular time. In the case of a LAN, one of‘‘in print’’ 69 and to download a song that is not copy-
several computers could be the culprit. The inherentrighted or the copyright owner wants to give away. 70
problems with identifying Internet users mean thatHowever, to the surprise of many Internet users, the
innocent individuals could have their identities exposedCRIA in BMG Canada determined file-sharing of MP3s
by disclosure orders. They would then face costly legalto be illegal, actively monitored peer-to-peer networks,
battles to defend against the copyright owners’ allega-and brought court applications to reveal the identities of
tions.Internet users. This intrusion on Internet users’ expecta-
tions of privacy is difficult to justify when the limitations
of copyright law are far from certain. Consequences of Being Unmasked 
There are serious consequences facing an Internet
Risks of Mistaken Identification account holder should his or her identity be revealed by
an ISP to a copyright owner. The account holder mayNot only is the law unclear, but it is unclear who
face ex parte orders to have his or her computer seized tothe alleged wrongdoers actually are. In fact, there is a
preserve and analyze evidence. 82 Large amounts of per-serious possibility that innocent Internet users could
sonal information on the hard drives could be searched.become accidentally caught in the electronic net of sur-
An account holder who lacks the resources to defendveillance. This was recognized by the Federal Court in
against an expensive lawsuit may be forced into settlingBMG Canada, which held that given the unreliability of
with the copyright owner. 83the evidence matching IP addresses and pseudonyms to
account holders, it would be ‘‘irresponsible’’ to order the Moreover, if the account holder does not settle and
disclosure of the identity of an account holder and is then found liable for copyright infringement at trial,
expose that individual to a law suit. 71 he or she may have to pay substantial damages. An indi-
The facts of BMG Canada illustrate the difficulties vidual who downloads MP3 songs may be sued for copy-
with identifying alleged wrongdoers in cyberspace. Each right infringement by a copyright owner who may
ISP is allocated a block of IP addresses from the Amer- demand statutory damages per work of $500 to
ican Registry for Internet Numbers. The ISP subse- $20,000. 84 If the identities of the defendants in BMG
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$500,000 in statutory damages per defendant, based on sonal communications. 90 Anonymous Internet users are
the CRIA’s estimate that each defendant had dependent on their ISPs to ensure that their identities
downloaded more than 1,000 songs over which the remain concealed: ‘‘The current architectures of the
CRIA had copyright. 85 It is unlikely that the defendants networked world allow ISPs access to their users’ per-
were aware that their file-sharing activities would attract sonal information and private communications in a
the risk of such a severe penalty. The foregoing conse- manner unparalleled by even the most powerful finan-
quences exacerbate the privacy concerns of unmasking cial institutions or arms of government.’’ 91
anonymous Internet users. The use and disclosure of account holders’ personal
information is governed by contract (the terms of the
Chilling Effects on Legitimate Activities ISP’s Internet services agreement) and statute (PIPEDA or
Surveillance of peer-to-peer networks by copyright the provincial equivalent). 92 Also, each ISP has a privacy
owners is intended primarily to find and monitor those policy ensuring some measure of privacy protection for
who swap copyrighted content. However, since web bots their account holders. 93 Many Canadian ISPs are mem-
are used by copyright owners to monitor an entire net- bers of the Canadian Association of Internet Providers
work, many other Internet users are inevitably caught in (CAIP)94 and endorse the CAIP Privacy Code. 95
this web of surveillance, and legitimate file-sharing activi- While legislation and privacy policies generallyties may be tracked. Peer-to-peer networks are not always guarantee some degree of privacy protection by control-used for downloading unauthorized content. For ling access to account holders’ personal information, theyexample, several sites of the peer-to-peer application Bit- do not go far in safeguarding account holders’ proce-Torrent offer legal content such as electronic music that dural rights when their identities are being sought byis freely distributed by permission of the artists, videos of third parties. In particular, there is currently no require-U.S. presidential debates and other political materials, ment for ISPs at law or under the CAIP Privacy Code toand open-source software and freeware such as Linux. 86 notify their account holders that third parties have made
In BMG Canada, a public interest intervener sub- requests for disclosure of personal information. The Pri-
mitted that if the court granted an order to disclose vacy Code simply states that ‘‘[a] member may notify
Internet users’ identities on a low threshold test, then users that an order has been received, if the law allows
there could be a chilling effect on legitimate activities in it’’. 96 Civil libertarian groups encourage ISPs to alert their
cyberspace. 87 Some American commentators are also account holders to requests for disclosure, in order to
concerned that there may be chilling effects if courts give those individuals an opportunity to retain counsel
readily order an ISP to turn over customer information and anonymously challenge the request. 97 Some ISPs do
to prying third parties, without first investigating in fact follow such a policy as a matter of fairness to their
whether copyright infringement has actually taken customers. 98
place. 88 If Internet users know that at any time an ISP
The Federal Court and Federal Court of Appeal incould be required to expose their personal information,
BMG Canada did not comment on whether ISPs shouldthey may be reluctant to exercise legitimate uses of
notify their account holders. By contrast, a PennsylvaniaInternet applications.
District Court recently issued an order that took steps to
protect the due process rights of alleged anonymous
wrongdoers. As a result of the order, all ISPs in theStriking a Balance Eastern District of Pennsylvania that are subpoenaed to
disclose customers’ personal information must first pro-s discussed above, copyright owners have a valid
vide a detailed notice to their customers advising themA interest in defending their exclusive rights to con-
of their rights and explaining how to challenge the sub-trol access to their products, but their current surveil-
poena. 99 ISPs in Canada could be required to follow alance approach is eroding user privacy and alienating
similar notice procedure to protect both the proceduralconsumers rather than solving any problems of piracy. 89
and privacy rights of their account holders. This obliga-If copyright owners’ applications for disclosure of
tion is reasonable in light of the relationship betweenInternet users’ personal information are too readily
Internet users and ISPs. Ian Kerr suggests that becausegranted, intellectual property rights may be enforced at
users increasingly depend on and trust their ISPs, inthe undue expense of users’ privacy rights. However, ISPs
some circumstances users may be in a fiduciary relation-and the judiciary can play an important role in ensuring
ship with their ISPs. 100 ISPs therefore may have fiduciarythat privacy rights are fairly balanced against intellectual
obligations to protect their customers’ privacy that goproperty rights.
beyond those currently required by contract or statute.
The Role of ISPs Recently proposed amendments to the Copyright
As gatekeepers between Internet users and the Act may provide some measure of protection to alleged
World Wide Web, ISPs have the technical ability to infringers by imposing obligations on ISPs. 101 Under the
monitor and record their customers’ activities in cyber- proposed legislation, a copyright owner may send to an
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the claimant, the work or subject matter to which the sure of an Internet user’s IP address, identity, and online
claim of infringement relates, and the IP address of the activities could reveal highly personal information about
alleged infringer. Upon receipt of the notice, the ISP is his or her preferences and lifestyle that go beyond the
required to forward the notice to the alleged infringer scope of the copyright owners’ allegations. 109 Anony-
and to retain records that would allow the identity of the mous Internet users thus have a reasonable expectation
alleged infringer to be determined. 102 As a result, Internet that their identities will not be revealed. To protect this
users who are the subject of these notices are alerted to expectation, courts should ensure that an order for dis-
potential copyright infringement proceedings. The pro- closure is justified by clear and reliable evidence that the
posed legislation, however, does not specify the proce- anonymous individual has infringed copyright.
dures or requirements for disclosure of the records
The pre-litigation subpoenas issued under the U.S.retained by the ISP. Thus, ISPs are still left with discre-
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)110 demon-tion in protecting the procedural and privacy rights of
strate the dangers of having a broad discovery processtheir customers.
with little judicial oversight and few due process consid-
erations for an anonymous alleged wrongdoer. Section
512(h) of the DMCA permits a copyright owner toThe Role of the Judiciary 
request a clerk to issue a subpoena to an ISP for identifi-To date, there have only been a few cases where a
cation of an alleged copyright infringer. This subpoenaparty has asked a Canadian court to order an ISP to
can be obtained fairly quickly and cheaply, as the onlydisclose the identity of an anonymous Internet user. 103
requirements are that the copyright owner must file aBMG Canada and Irwin Toy are the only of these cases
copy of notification, a proposed subpoena, and a swornthat give any reasons. 104 As the Internet expands and
declaration that the information sought is for the solesurveillance correspondingly intensifies, it is expected
purpose of protecting copyright. 111 Because of the lack ofthat the number of these third-party discovery applica-
judicial supervision in the subpoena application process,tions will increase. Thus, the judiciary will play an
several subpoenas have been mistakenly issued to revealincreasing role in protecting anonymous Internet users
the identities of innocent individuals. 112 There are alsofrom spurious or uncertain claims based on unreliable
several instances of abusive use of the subpoena powersevidence.
where persons fabricated claims of infringement toTo protect Internet users’ privacy interests, some expose another’s identity and silence a particular expres-measure of judicial oversight is required in applications sion. 113 As a result, many commentators have criticizedto unmask anonymous Internet users. The Federal Court the DMCA subpoena powers for encroaching onin BMG Canada enunciated a high threshold test that Internet users’ freedom of speech and right to privacy. 114requires the applicant to establish a prima facie case
against the alleged anonymous wrongdoer. However, the The use of the subpoena provisions was successfully
Federal Court of Appeal overturned this test and challenged by an ISP in the Verizon case, 115 albeit on
replaced it with the requirement that the applicant show statutory grounds rather than on privacy or constitu-
a subjective bona fide belief of wrongdoing. 105 This tional grounds. The RIAA had applied under the DMCA
lower threshold test is less protective of privacy interests. to compel Verizon to reveal the identities of Internet
It could potentially lead to mistaken identification, since users who had allegedly swapped copyrighted songs over
as BMG Canada illustrates, the process of identifying the file-sharing network Kazaa. The D.C. Circuit Court
Internet users is highly problematic. Having a less strin- of Appeals found that based on a strict interpretation of
gent test could also result in the disclosure of the identi- the DMCA, section 512(h) subpoenas could not be
ties of individuals who have a clear defence against the issued against an ISP that was merely a conduit for the
allegations of wrongdoing. Internet users’ acts of copyright infringement on peer-to-
Further, courts should consider applications for dis- peer networks. 116 Verizon did not store the infringing
closure with a view to Charter values. Although the material on its servers so it was acting only as a conduit
Charter can only be invoked to challenge state activities, for file-sharing. After this ruling, the RIAA could no
as opposed to purely private activities, the common law longer use the subpoena provisions to obtain peer-to-
must not develop inconsistently with Charter values. 106 peer users’ customer information from ISPs. Instead, the
The Supreme Court of Canada has held that privacy is RIAA initiated John Doe lawsuits against anonymous
worthy of constitutional protection under section 8 of users identified only by their IP addresses, and subse-
the Charter (i.e. the right to be secure against unreason- quently used normal discovery-based procedures to
able search or seizure). 107 However, section 8 guarantees determine the actual identities of the users. 117 John Doe
only an individual’s reasonable expectation of privacy in actions provided greater procedural and substantive pro-
the circumstances. Courts have been more generous in tections than the section 512(h) subpoenas because the
finding that there is a reasonable expectation of privacy RIAA was required to prove its case before a judge to
where the individual seeks to protect core biographical some extent before obtaining the personal information.
information that tends to reveal intimate details of the Alice Kao notes that after Verizon, the RIAA launched
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for orders to disclose customer’s identities. 118 Thus, she Internet users should not expect to be free from the
argues that Verizon had little effect in enhancing the watchful gaze of copyright owners.
privacy of Internet users. The case only made it slightly Surveillance by private copyright owners is prob-more cumbersome for the RIAA to obtain the identities lematic because it is unclear how far they should beof Internet users. 119 permitted to go in protecting their rights. Many Internet
The Canadian legal system lacks provisions similar users do not expect their file-sharing activities to be
to the DMCA subpoena provisions. Rather, under the tracked and monitored by copyright owners. Moreover,
Federal Court Rules, the Federal Court has discretion to surveillance can lead to the inaccurate identification of
order a third party to disclose personal information wrongdoers, produce serious consequences for the indi-
about an alleged wrongdoer. 120 To guard against the viduals whose identities are revealed, and have a chilling
concerns that were raised by the DMCA subpoenas, this effect on legitimate file-sharing activities.
discretion should not be exercised lightly by the court. If
One of the key protections that users have againstthird party disclosure applications are carefully consid-
online surveillance is anonymity. Anonymous Internetered, using a fairly high threshold test and with a view to
users can expect that their online activities will not beCharter values, anonymous Internet users will likely be
connected to their actual identities as long as their ISPsprotected against unfounded allegations of wrongdoing.
do not disclose customer-identifying information. Vigi-
lant copyright owners, however, are seeking to compel
ISPs to disclose the identities of customers who areConclusion trading copyrighted material over peer-to-peer networks.
eer-to-peer technologies have enabled millions of While the veil of anonymity should not be used to con-P Internet users to access and exchange copyrighted ceal illegal activity, it should also not be too readily lifted
content on an unprecedented scale. Copyright owners to allow copyright owners to pursue uncertain claims
have responded by waging a battle against file-sharing based on unreliable evidence. ISPs and the judiciary can
that has little respect for privacy. They have set up auto- play an important role in balancing an anonymous
mated systems to monitor and record file-sharing activi- Internet user’s right to privacy against a copyright
ties and scan through users’ hard drives. Consequently, owner’s interest in unmasking the user.
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